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1. in 1827, Goethe wrote a short celebratory poem dedicated to the United States 
of America. Titled “Amerika, du hast es besser” (America, you are better off), it 
is the only poem showing a sign of the great man’s interest in the New World. 

Moreover, it was a contextual poem, a proper Gelegenheitsgedicht whose occasion was 
the one-year visit in the States (April 1825–June 1826) of Karl Bernhard, duke of Saxe-
Weimar, the second son of his friend and patron, Karl August. After his return from the 
American voyage, Karl Bernhard offered Goethe his travel diary, hoping for a positive 
reaction before its publication, due in 1828. Which indeed came, and was indeed posi-
tive—the poem about America being its main content. 

In the German original, the poem reads thus: 

Amerika, du hast es besser
Als unser Kontinent, der alte,
Hast keine verfallenen Schlösser
Und keine Basalte.
Dich stört nicht im Innern,
Zu lebendiger Zeit,
Unnützes Erinnern
Und vergeblicher Streit.

Benutzt die Gegenwart mit Glück!
Und wenn nun eure Kinder dichten,
Bewahre sie ein gut Geschick
Vor Ritter-, Räuber- und Gespenstergeschichten.1
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What I find striking in Goethe’s little poem is the representation of American poets as 
“children” (eure Kinder), even more, children who need protection, not mature enough 
to deal with “tales of bandits, ghosts and knights.” This infantilization of the poet, or 
rather of the prose writer (because the poem speaks about “histories,” Geschichten), was 
a quite unusual trope, both in terms of the classical imagery, for which the composition 
of poetry (dichten) was associated with heroism (arma virumque cano, as The Aeneid’s 
incipit famously put it), as well as in the terms of the then brand new Romantic poetry, 
which Goethe knew quite well, for which the poet was the embodiment of the rebellion, 
a demonic figure, as for example in Byron’s Manfred (1817) or Cain (1821). The image 
of the poet as a fearful and vulnerable child, who needs protection in front of his own sto-
ries about “ghosts and knights,” must have been a shocker for Goethe’s contemporaries. 
And even more so since it was associated with the image of “America,” whose successful 
revolution and wars were hardly corresponding to the childish image chosen by Goethe.

Approximately one and a half centuries after Goethe’s poem, there came an unex-
pected confirmation of his anticipation under the form of a celebrated study of literary 
history—Leslie Fiedler’s much discussed Freudian history of the American novel. Of 
course, Fiedler never mentions Goethe’s little poem—if he ever knew about its existence. 
I am certain, however, that it would have amused him to see this unknowing anticipa-
tion (coming from The Great Man himself!) of the infantilization which Fiedler asserts 
to lie at the very core of the American narrative. First, Fiedler asks himself if there is 
such a thing as an “American novel”;2 he concludes that no sub-genre of the European 
novel has been invented in American fiction. However, he finds that there is “a real 
sense in which our [American] prose fiction is immediately distinguishable from that 
of Europe”—but this particular feature is, Fiedler contends, something “difficult for 
Americans to confess”:

our novels seem not primitive, perhaps, but innocent, unfallen in a disturbing way, almost 
juvenile. The great works of American fiction are notoriously at home in the children’s sec-
tion of the library, their level of sentimentality precisely that of a pre-adolescent. This is part 
of what we mean when we talk about the incapacity of the American novelist to develop; in a 
compulsive way he returns to a limited world of experience, usually associated with his child-
hood, writing the same book over and over again until he lapses into silence or self-parody.3 

This is what I half-jokingly called the confirmation of Goethe’s anticipation about writ-
ers as “America’s children”: the identification by a literary critic (the enfant terrible of his 
generation, Leslie Fiedler) of childhood and juvenility as the most specific trait of Amer-
ican fiction, throughout its entire existence. The American novelist, says Fiedler, has all 
the traits of a perpetual child: on the one hand, he is always finding his own language, he 
is forever learning to talk, forever beginning (Fiedler’s italics); on the other, they lack the 
necessary psychological expertise for adequately “treating the passionate encounter of a 
man and a woman”—thus, the American novel is either “womanless” (“the womanless 
Moby Dick,” he writes sardonically and accurately, calling it “our great Romantic Unro-
man, our typical anti-novel”) or fails in presenting “any full-fledged, mature women,” its 
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feminine presences being rather “monsters of virtue or bitchery,” exemplary “symbols of 
the rejection or fear of sexuality.”4 

Such an incapacity for romance cannot possibly generate American versions of the 
great sentimental novels; “where is our Madame Bovary, our Anna Karenina, our Pride 
and Prejudice or Vanity Fair?,” laments Fiedler rhetorically, but (again) quite accurately. 
What it can generate is a world “not only asexual,” but one “of fear and loneliness, a 
haunted world; and the American novel is pre-eminently a novel of terror,” whose hero 
is “more motherless child than free man.”5 The Freudian mechanism through which hor-
ror replaces sexual experience is summarized by Fiedler as follows: 

horror is essential to our literature. It is not merely a matter of terror filling the vacuum 
left by the suppression of sex in our novels, of Thanatos standing in for Eros. Through these 
gothic images are projected certain obsessive concerns of our national life . . . Our classic 
literature is a literature of horror for boys . . . Our flowers of evil are culled for the small 
girl’s bouquet, our novels of terror (Moby Dick, The Scarlet Letter, Huckleberry Finn, 
the tales of Poe) are placed on the approved book lists of Parents’ Committees who nervously 
fuss over the latest comic books.6

Thus, in Fiedler’s terms, the American novel is a succession of gothic narratives, pro-
pelled forward not by a central romance, like in the European prototype, but by varie-
gated forms of horrors (be it only “horror for boy”). A “womanless novel,” unwilling 
or unable to treat “the passionate encounter between a man and woman,” so that the 
feminine figures are “monsters of virtue or bitchery”—and its hero is “more motherless 
child than free man.” And, in some other respect, an “almost juvenile” novel, stuck in a 
childhood it cannot escape, saying everything for the first time, always trying to learn 
its own language.

The American novel selon Fiedler: a womanless and childish narration of terror—al-
ways beginning. 

2. even though at the time he wrote his history of the American novel Fiedler 
lacked, due to chronological fatality, Immanuel Wallerstein’s terminology re-
lated to world-systems analysis, it is obvious throughout his whole 700-page 

study that he understood American literature as a semiperipheral one orbiting around 
the European core; for him, “to write, then, about the American novel is to write about 
the fate of certain European genres in a world of alien experience.” For him, the Ameri-
can novel is explicitly the European novel set in a new scenery, developing in new condi-
tions of life, in “a world without a significant history or a substantial past,” “doomed 
to play out the imaginary childhood of Europe.” Therefore, in its punctum origo, in its 
incipient conditions of existence, it is European—literally and in all the other mean-
ings; it has to be considered within the European history of the genre in order to seize 
the strange alterations it has brought to its original prototype. In other words, “the 
American novel is only finally American; its appearance is an event in the history of the 
European spirit—as, indeed, is the very invention of America itself.”7
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A model of literature transplanted in a new geographical and historical context, 
within “a social system, one that has boundaries, structures, member groups, rules of 
legitimation, and coherence”8—this is Wallerstein’s 1974 definition of the world-system. 
What Fiedler describes in his 1970 history of the American novel is indeed what Waller-
stein will define in 1974 as the core-periphery mechanism, functioning in order to adapt 
a literary genre and some of its sub-genres to new conditions of existence. If he had 
written his study after Wallerstein’s, Fiedler might have found it useful to describe the 
American novel as semiperipheral in relation with the European one—which functions 
both as a model and as a source of anxiety of influence. One must immediately notice 
here that this core-periphery adaptive mechanism functioned not only in the European 
novel’s relation with its American offspring, but also in all its relations with the cul-
tures neighboring Europe, from Russia to Turkey, for which Europe was an aspirational 
model—with the novel understood as one of the main vectors of Europeanization. One 
could think of a comparative study between the European novel and the transformation 
brought to it by each of these adaptive mutations; more precisely, the study should focus 
on the comparison of the mutations between themselves, on the manner in which each 
of these semiperipheral cultures adapted the European prototype according to its own 
needs and specificity. The result would be an application of what Earl Miner named 
“comparative poetics,” with the European novel as “foundational poetics”—and all the 
variants (American, Russian, Turkish, etc.) not only as historical and geographical ad-
aptations, but also as “events in the history of the European spirit,” revealing as much 
about the importing cultures as about their common prototype.9 The present study is 
the outline of such an exercise in “comparative poetics” between the beginnings and 
early development of the American novel and those of the Romanian one, aiming at ob-
serving how these semiperipheral literary cultures operate strikingly similar mutations to 
the European prototype of the novel—and also trying to indicate the specific differences 
between these mutations. 

It goes without saying that one can identify a similar anxiety of influence in rela-
tion with the European core literature(s) in all semiperipheral cultures influenced by it. 
Fiedler identifies it in the case of the American novel; but, if we look more attentively 
to the history of the Russian novel, or to that of the Turkish one, we can easily trace it—
sometimes even to contemporary novelists. A remarkable example is Orhan Pamuk—
whose confession regarding his troubled relation with Europe and European literature 
is triply important: primo, because Pamuk is a major writer, and any confession coming 
from him is highly significant in itself; secundo, because it illustrates precisely this adap-
tive tension between the Turkish semiperipheral literature and the European core one(s); 
tertio, because his confession makes a surprising connection between Turkish literature 
and Russian literature, revealing a similar attitude of the periphery towards the center. 
These are Pamuk’s own words, from a confessional text in Other Colours: 

For people like me, who live uncertainly on the edge of Europe with only our books to keep us 
company, Europe has figured always as a dream, a vision of what is to come; an apparition 
at times desired and at times feared; a goal to achieve or a danger. A future—but never a 
memory. . . . I am one of many intellectuals on the edge of Europe obsessively engaged with 
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this future . . . When Dostoyevsky published his impressions of Europe in a Russian news-
paper a hundred and thirty years ago, he asked, “Of Russians who read magazines and 
newspapers, who does not know twice as much about Europe as Russia?” and then he added, 
half in anger, half in jest, “Actually, we know Europe ten times better, but I said ‘twice as 
much’ so as not to offend.”10

And again, towards the end of his rather short, but intense confession:

For those like myself who live on its edge and sustain an obsessive interest in it, [Europe] 
is before all else a dream forever changing its face and character. My generation, and the 
generations that came before us, have for the most part believed in this dream more fervently 
than European themselves.11

The Turkish Pamuk, like the Russian Dostoevsky before him, and like so many other 
great novelists living at the peripheries of Europe before them, have their own personal 
stories about their relation with the European novel, or with European literature—in 
which they believed most of the times “more fervently than the Europeans themselves.” 
A history of the European novel mutating in other parts than Europe itself, from its 
peripheries to the Global South—a history of the non-European mutations of the Euro-
pean novel remains to be written. It would teach us all an essential lesson not only about 
what the novel is—but also about the meanings and limitations of being European. 

3. returning to the early American novel in order to draw a comparison with 
the early Romanian one, we bear in mind Fiedler’s characterization of it: an 
incessantly beginning womanless and childish narration of terror—which builds 

into an American version of the gothic, quite different from the European one. In Eu-
rope, the novel of the period (early 19th century) was a mixture of gothic and baroque, 
geminating the disturbing occult of the former with the hypnotic and melancholic aes-
theticism of the latter. In his fundamental essay about Joseph de Maistre, Isaiah Berlin 
passingly (but accurately) synthesizes the “baroque novels of the time” as follows, while 
describing Baron Antoine-Jean Gros’s famous painting of Napoleon at Eylau: 

It represents a horseman of indeterminate origin, a strange, mysterious rider set against an 
equally mysterious background, l’homme fatal, in touch with secret forces, a man of destiny, 
coming from nowhere, moving in accordance with occult laws to which all humanity and 
indeed all nature is subject, the exotic hero of the baroque novels of the time—Melmoth the 
Wanderer, The Monk, Obermann—new, hypnotic, sinister and deeply disturbing.12

A “womanless novel,” Fiedler writes—for the Romanian reader interested in the history 
of the Romanian novel, this sounds strangely similar to some notes by G. Cãlinescu 
regarding the said genre penned in an article titled “Câteva cuvinte despre roman” (A 
few words about the novel, 1938). The great critic offers here a list of six “essential 
subjects” of the novel; as one can instantly notice, only one of them deals explicitly with 
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the image of the woman, namely “the unsatisfied woman,” a belated slave of “romantic 
passion,” while the other five deal either directly with the man (i. “the ordinary ambi-
tious young man”; ii. “the idealist ambitious”; iii. “the mature man,” consummated in 
“tardy erotic experiences”) or with non-specific categories (“the novel of the incapacity 
to adapt, leading not to lyricism, as in our novellas, but to envy,” and “the history of 
the man or of the female who, unaccomplished in their own lives, direct their energies 
upon their children, becoming hateful characters for the others and oppressive ones for 
their own progeny”).13 For Cãlinescu, the novel is obviously a literary object in which 
the woman is underrepresented or misrepresented, or in any case completely dominated 
by the male figure(s); as such, the novel can for him very well become “womanless,” not 
populated even by those feminine “monsters of virtue or bitchery” identified by Fiedler. 
It is too strange a coincidence—two eminent critics, a Romanian and an American one, 
the first active mainly before 1945, the latter after World War II, while thinking about 
the history of the novel in their respective cultures both reach the conclusion that their 
novel is “womanless,” or in any case that it can dispense with any remarkable feminine 
figure. Fiedler at least writes a few dozens of pages trying to explain why the “romance,” 
the “love story,” the “passionate encounter between a man and a woman,” central to the 
European novel, is not present in the American one—and the sexual tension is replaced 
by “horror for boys.” Cãlinescu, in his article, never seems to be bothered by the idea 
that the woman is so much under- or misrepresented in the novel; what Fiedler finds 
an absence needing an explanation is, in Cãlinescu’s case, a non-problem. Anyway, this 
striking similarity between the American and the Romanian novel is something which 
needs a more extensive investigation—the question being, of course, why an adapta-
tion of the novel in this semiperipheral cultures, so different from each other in their 
historical conditions, had to be done with the diminution of the female figure. What 
were the reasons for which this mutation happened? Is it local, limited to the Romanian 
and American novel, due to some still unidentified shared specificity? Or is it something 
larger, maybe even global, having to do with all the novels which started their existence 
much later than the European prototype? Obviously, in order to answer these (and other 
similar) questions, one needs an extended comparison with what happens to the female 
figure and to “romance” in other avatars of the European novel (Russian, Turkish, Latin 
American, in the Global South, etc.) This could constitute the substance of a ground-
breaking quantitative and comparative study. 

Moreover, Cãlinescu’s six “essential subjects” of the novel are, as Andrei Terian con-
vincingly shows in a comment on Cãlinescu’s article, an oversimplification of Balzac’s 
typology which comprised over 3,000 such “essential subjects” and character types.14 
Thus, the list of necessary questions increases: what made Cãlinescu eliminate the fe-
male figures from Balzac’s “essential subjects”? Is the fact due only to the great critic’s 
misogyny—or does his misogyny meet some actual traits of the Romanian novel? Is 
the novel “womanless” only in our critic’s eyes—if so, why? Or is it (as Fiedler claims 
about the American novel) really devoid of female figures—and if so, why? And what 
has replaced “the vacuum left by the suppression of sex in our novels,” in Fiedler’s terms? 
The American critic thought, as we have seen, that horror (“for boys,” though) was the 
replacement of romance in his literature, leading to a peculiar type of American gothic. 
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What is then the replacement of romance in Romanian novel—if it really is as scanty in 
female figures as Cãlinescu thinks it to be? May it be a version of a Romanian gothic—if 
there is such a thing? What are then its distinctive features?

We may identify some tentative answers if we browse through Cãlinescu’s Istoria 
literaturii române de la origini pânã în prezent (History of the Romanian literature from 
its origins to the present) and read what he has to say about the early Romanian novel. 
In what concerns Nicolae Filimon’s Ciocoii vechi ºi noi (Upstarts Old and New), for 
example, Cãlinescu seems indeed to identify some kind of “Satanism typical to popular 
novels” which is fairly close to what we could call a Romanian gothic: “The characters 
display a Satanism typical to popular novels. The infernal heroes scream out loud their 
intentions and relish theatrically in their victories.”15 In the novels of Filimon’s succes-
sor, Cãlinescu openly admits that the family is the object of the novelists’ observation 
rather than the individual (this also means the female individual—replaced by family as a 
whole); for example, a general conclusion on Duiliu Zamfirescu’s novels states: “In The 
Comãneºteni novel cycle we find all that Zolaesque mixture of scientism and idealism. 
The observed object is not the individual, but the family and through it the nation.”16 
The same diminution of the individual (y compris the individual female) is noticed in the 
novels of Slavici: 

like in all pastoral milieus, the social order is separated by the State civilization and relies 
on personal pacts. . . . We have before our eyes silent people, hard to move, stubborn in their 
prejudices and customs, in which the collective thought is stronger than the individual one.17

And so on. It is plausible that a systematic re-reading of Cãlinescu’s history having in 
mind the effacement of the female figure in the Romanian novel, combined with the 
search of its particular replacement in the said novel, would lead to significant unex-
pected results, quite comparable with those achieved by Leslie Fiedler in the case of the 
American novel. 

Undoubtedly, a systematic study should practice this re-reading on all our (few) ma-
jor literary histories. In Manolescu’s Istoria criticã a literaturii române (Critical history of 
Romanian literature), for example, the results are just as remarkable. In the chapter dedi-
cated to the emergence of the novel in Romanian literature, Manolescu reacts thus to an 
observation made in his history of Romanian literature by Mihai Zamfir, who claimed 
that Romanian prose around 1848 is dominated by Memory against Imagination:18

The stylistic definition of memorialistic prose being correct in Zamfir (relative inability of 
epic invention, literaturization of the biographical and appeal to the document with non-
literary purpose, such as the memoir, the epistle, and the scientific text), there remains to be 
discussed whether we can classify it as naive and mature, as the critic proposes. Negruzzi 
is no more naive (neither aesthetically nor psychologically) than Ghica, nor Kogãlniceanu 
than Sion. Probably the most remarkable feature of our Romantic prose (except for the 
novel) is its Alexandrianism, the fact that it is from the beginning old in mentality and 
sophisticated in style.19 
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What I find remarkable in Manolescu’s reaction is his bracketed observation that the 
Romanian novel after 1848 is the only genre which is not “old in mentality”—an obser-
vation which can be consistently linked with Fiedler’s description of the American novel 
as “almost juvenile.” And then there is this crucial assessment Manolescu makes regard-
ing the “lost child” as “the most characteristic figure” of the post–1848 novel—which 
is the exact correspondent of Fiedler’s description of the typical hero of the American 
novel as “more motherless child than free man”: “the suburbs have of course a pendant 
in the upper classes, from where usually comes the mythical figure, probably the most 
characteristic one, along with that of the ‘lost child,’ namely the ‘philanthropist,’ the rich 
benefactor.”20 The radical difference seems to be that, while in Fiedler’s understanding 
this child-centered novel generated a “horror for boys” labeled by him as “American 
gothic,” for Manolescu the “popular novel” in the era of post–1848 Romanian Romanti-
cism is built from the stuff of fairy tales: 

What is really characteristic of post-1848 Romanticism is especially the formula of the popu-
lar mystery novel, and this one depicts society in a mythical and slanted manner. The conflict 
does not employ concrete and historically valid human figures, but rather exponential he-
roes, incarnations of religious and ethical principles. The mythology created by this popular 
novel is similar to that of fairy tales.21

In American literature, “the motherless child” transformed the novel into “horror for 
boys”; in the Romanian one, “the lost child” turned it into a fairy tale. 

4. needless to say, the present article is but an exploratory proposal for a revisita-
tion of the history of Romanian novel—which to be examined not strictly an 
sich, as it was done until now, but in comparison with the mutations under-

gone by the genre in other semiperipheral cultures. As we have seen, even at a cursory 
survey, such as the present one, striking similarities can be identified, as well as telling 
differences; an extensive comparative study (following Earl Miner’s understanding of 
“comparative poetics”), also based on quantitative research, could provide results not 
only relevant for the mutations of the genre and its evolution—but also capable of reca-
librating our perception of what lies at the core of our own literature.

q
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